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Within the last century or so there has been a grow

ing interest in the scientific study of language. As inter
est in language increases, linguistic science also advances 
and new approaches in language instruction are developed. 

Among these the method most popularly used is the so-called 

second language instruction. This new approach of language 

instruction shifts the focus of first attention from methods 
and techniques of teaching to the basis upon which to build 

instructional materials. Before dealing with the question 

of how to teach a foreign language, important preliminary 

work of finding the special problems arising out of learn
ing a new language habit against a background of a differ
ent native language should be done first. The results of 
such comparisons have proved of fundamental value for the 

preparation and evaluation of teaching materials and diag

nosing student difficulties accurately.
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As the second language approach gained wide accep
tance, Chinese school administrators gradually adopted the 
new method of language instruction. However, they are con

fronted with the lack of teaching materials which will ade

quately meet the needs of a Hokkien speaker learning English. 
In order to teach English to a Hokkien speaker effectively, 
there is a need for a comparative analysis of these two lan

guages. The present study is undertaken to meet this need.

This study involves three steps; namely, the identifi
cation and description of the Hokkien sound system, the 

comparison of the Hokkien and English sound systems, and a 
description of the problems of a Hokkien speaker learning 
English.

The first part of the study includes the identifi
cation and description of the Hokkien segmental phonemes, 

the phonetic features of the phonemes, their variants and 

their distributions. It also includes a description of 

diphthongs, the accentual system, syllable structure, junc

ture, and intonation.

In gathering the data for this study, the researcher 
used an informant who is a native speaker of Hokkien. In 
the identification of Hokkien segmental phonemes, minimal 

pairs were used. The investigator asked the informant to 

give the names of familiar concrete objects. Each item was 

transcribed in phonetic details. The same items were asked
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several times until their transcriptions were established. 

This whole process was continued until enough data were 
collected to allow the formulation of relatively definitive 

statement about the language.

After the identification of Hokkien "vowels" and 
"consonants", those that were phonetically similar or non
contrastive were examined as to pattern of distribution. 
These consist of three steps: (a) finding suspicious pairs, 

(b) framing a hypothesis, and (c) testing the hypothesis. 

Sounds that showed complementary distribution were consid

ered allophones; and those that did not, were considered 
phonemes.

After the identification and description of the 

Hokkien phonemes, they were examined as to pattern of dis
tribution, syllable structure, and juncture.

In the identification of the basic intonation pattern 

of Hokkien, short conversations were recorded without the 

speakers’ knowledge so as to insure naturalness of utterance. 

Then the recorded conversations were replayed several times 

in order to discover common basic intonation patterns. The 
utterances were then divided into groups such as statements, 
request or commands, questions and greetings or leavetakings. 
The intonation pattern for each group was then examined and 
identified.
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In the second part of the study, the comparison of 

Hokkien and English sound systems was attempted. The com

parison was followed by a description of the probable prob

lems that a Hokkien speaker will encounter in learning 

English as a second language based on the findings of the 

study.
Findings

The study reveals the following expected problems of 

a Hokkien speaker in learning English as a second language:

1. English and Hokkien have different vowel and 

consonant systems. Whereas Hokkien has only five simple 
vowels and nineteen consonants, English has eleven simple 

vowels and twenty-four consonants. Both systems differ in 

their phonetic features, variant, distributions, and sylla
ble-formation. The Hokkien speaker is likely to find dif
ficulties in articulating English segmental phonemes not 

found in his native speech. He should also learn new pho

nemic contrasts, distributions as well as syllable formations.

2. English and Hokkien also differ in their accentual 

systems. English has an accentual system of the stress type 
while Hokkien has an accentual system of the tone type. In 
English, syllables that are identical in vowels and conso
nants are kept apart by their contrastive stress levels while 

in Hokkien, they are kept apart by their contrastive pitches 

or tones. The Hokkien speaker is likely to have a problem in
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the distribution of the different stresses in English.

3. Hokkien syllables consist of simple onsets and 

simple codas. In English, onsets and codas may vary from 
one to three or four consonant and semiconsonant clusters. 

Both systems have internal open juncture and interludes but 
the Hokkien interludes are fairly simple being limited to 
nasal consonants. On the other hand, almost all consonants 

are used as interludes in English and may vary in number 

from one cluster to three or four. A Hokkien speaker is 

likely to have difficulty in recognizing word units in actual 

utterance because of the variety in the structure and length 
of English words and the shifting word boundaries. He may 
have problem also in the location of the internal open junc

ture and interludes.
4. Hokkien intonation patterns have three pitch 

levels /1, 2, 3/ and two clause terminals, while English 
intonation patterns consist of four pitch levels /1, 2, 3, 4/ 

and three clause terminals. Both differ in the distribution 

of the pitch levels in their intonation patterns. The Hokkien 

learner may have difficulty with the pitch level not found in 
his native speech as well as in the distribution of the dif
ferent pitch levels in English.


